
SIPS Floor System For Yurts

SIPS Floor Systems for Yurts SIPs or Structural Insulated Floor Panels are a composite material
that provides the benefits of insulation and structural performance in a single building product.
They consist of a layered sandwich of materials. The top surface (what is the sub floor/walking
surface) of the yurt is 7/16” OSB. The middle layer is EPS (expanded polystyrene) insulation,
and the bottom layer is 7/16” OSB. This simple sandwich panel forms an amazingly strong
insulated panel for floors for yurts, homes or commercial buildings. They often prove extremely
cost effective for several reasons.

First, a SIPs floor can be deployed within several hours of having the deck framing completed.
The panels arrive ready to install. The proper circular shape has been precut during the
manufacturing process. The outer perimeter of foam has been recessed back to accept a full
wrap of 3/4” plywood, which facilitates an extremely strong connection of the bender board. The
bender board is the component that secures the yurt walls to the floor/deck.

Second, no decking material is required underneath a SIPs floor system. The panels are
typically fastened directly to framing. The superior strength of the panels requires no
reinforcement to span between support beams. This floor option provides an extremely solid
base for a yurt.

Third, the SIPs floor is already insulated. A 6.5” thick system has an R-value of 25. A well
insulated floor can dramatically increase the overall thermal performance of a yurt.

Included in the price of a SIPS floor is the 3/4” plywood perimeter wrap; unpainted bender board
ripped to the correct width; OSB connecting splines; long timber screws to secure the panels to
the beams; mastic for all foam to wood connections. Not included are the 2x6 splines and the
nails or screws to connect panels together or the perimeter wrap and bender board materials.



2022 SIPS Pricing

Diameter Thickness Price

12’ 6.5” $2,850

16’ 6.5” $4,560

20’ 6.5” $6,795

24’ 6.5” $8,990

27’ 6.5” $10,990

30’ 6.5” $13,120

35’ 6.5” $17,935

40’ 6.5” $22,750


